June 24th Jessica Circle Time Activities

1. Click here to watch today’s circle time video

2. Choose an activity to do with your child (click on the links underlined)

   - Create a building busy bag with blocks and combine math and building together. Please see attachment for directions and print out
   - Watch a video of children signing “London bridge is falling down” while figuring out how to build a bridge
   - ASL story time – Not a Box by Antoinette Portis – A story of a bunny with a box and an imagination to build whatever he thinks in his mind despite what the outside world sees
   - Take dry sponges and cut them into shapes children can build with
   - Build and blow it down activity from Davana - attached
   - Pretzel building snack from Davana - attached
Kelli’s Occupational Therapy Activities

Hi CEID families,

This week’s OT activities using the ‘Bridge’ theme help children develop and strengthen their pincer grasp.

The pincer grasp is the coordination of the index finger and thumb to hold an item. Each time you hold a pen or button your shirt, you're using the pincer grasp. This is an important milestone in fine motor development for children that will help them in writing, dressing and everyday activities such as using a key. Have fun with these!

https://www.pinterest.com/otkidsense/bridge-fine-motor-activities/